
Choosing the right COVID test: 

       Test Options 

  
 
Rapid PCR Test PCR Test(Standard) Antigen Test 

Antibody 
Test 

Diagnoses Active infection      

Shows previous infection or 
possible immunity       

Also Known as… Molecular Test(NAAT) Molecular Test(NAAT) 
Rapid Diagnostic 
Test 

Serology 
Test 

Results return in… 1 hour 2 days 30 min 2 days 

Specimen collected Nasal  Nasal  Nasal Blood 

Cost $169  $149  
$79(Covid) 

$95(FluA/B+Covid)  $49  

Benefit 

Most sensitive and 
accurate, often used 
for clearance. Gold 
standard in 
healthcare. Rapid 
results. 

Most sensitive and 
accurate, often used for 
clearance. Gold 
standard in healthcare 

Quickest results, 
lower cost than 
PCR 

Used to tell 
if you have 
immunity or 
protection 
against 
COVID 

Limitations higher cost 
higher cost, longer 
turnaround time 

less sensitive than 
PCR tests 

Not used to 
diagnose 
active 
infection 

 

The decision to test an employee after a potential exposure to COVID is a complicated decision that takes into 

account various factors: exposure severity, work environment and risk of transmission to other employees, ability to 

work remotely, job duties, living with at-risk family members, among other considerations. 

A liberal approach would be to simply monitor for symptoms without testing for 14 days after exposure.  

A conservative approach would be to test frequently during the 14 days after exposure.  

A modest approach, and the approach RECOMMENDED by WorkPartners to optimize a safe and effective method to 

return employees to the jobsite after an exposure to COVID, is a combined approach based on epidemiological 

models of COVID incubation times.  

- Monitor daily for symptoms of COVID for 14 days after known exposure 

- Perform a diagnostic COVID test twice: Once on day 3 and again on day 6 after exposure date(may 

choose either PCR test or Antigen test) 

- May continue to work unless employee is unable to be masked and socially distanced from other 

employees during the 14 day post exposure monitoring period.  


